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Abstract: Cloud and aerosol modification factors are investigated in the spectral range of ultraviolet
(UV) to correct for cloud and aerosol extinction effects from clear sky irradiance. The cloud
modification factor (CMF) and aerosol modification factor (AMF) are estimated using radiative
transfer model (RTM) simulations and ground-based observations in Seoul, Korea. The modification
factors show a spectral dependence within the spectral range of 300 to 360 nm, which is the range
used to estimate erythemal UV. The CMF and AMF values are estimated with high spectral resolution
with considerations of solar zenith angle (SZA), cloud/aerosol amount, and total ozone variation.
From the simulation studies, the variation in the CMFs within the spectral range of 300–360 nm is
estimated to be 0.031–0.055, which is twice as large as the decrease in CMFs resulting from a SZA
increase of 10◦. In addition, the CMFs estimated from observational data show significant spectral
dependence, varying from 2.5% to 10.0%. Because of the small aerosol optical depth (AOD) value,
however, the variation in the AMF calculated from simulations is estimated to be between 0.007 and
0.045, indicating lower spectral dependence than the CMF. Furthermore, the spectral difference in the
AMF calculated from observational data is insignificant relative to the daily-averaged total ozone
error and uncertainties related to the reference irradiance spectrum under aerosol-free conditions.
Keywords: modification factor; cloud; aerosol; erythemal UV
1. Introduction
From the top of the atmosphere (TOA) to the terrestrial surface, ultraviolet (UV) radiance is
diminished by Rayleigh scattering from air molecules, stratospheric ozone absorption, and Mie
scattering from large particles in the troposphere (i.e., clouds and aerosols). Although the extinction
intensity has spectral and temperature dependencies, previous studies have primarily reported UV
extinction due to either Rayleigh scattering [1–6] or ozone absorption [7–13]. Therefore, spectral
intensities of UV irradiance are generally simulated by simple forecast models based on total ozone and
synoptic weather conditions under clear sky conditions [14–16]. However, estimating the UV extinction
by aerosols and clouds is complicated due to variations in the optical and physical characteristics of
scattering. Under certain cloudy conditions, UV radiation at the surface increases relative to clear-sky
conditions [17–19]. However, the presence of aerosols and clouds typically diminishes UV radiation
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at the surface [17,20–23]. Because of variability in the optical characteristics of aerosols and clouds,
differences in surface UV radiation from clear to non-clear conditions have been studied to determine
the regional characteristics of aerosols and clouds [24,25].
To quantify the intensity of UV irradiance variation from clear-sky conditions to non-clear
conditions, several previous studies empirically estimated the values for UV irradiance modification
by cloud cover change [25–27] or cloud optical depth [28], based on UV observational data. Similar to
the cloud modification studies, studies of modification factors for aerosols have also been reported [29].
However, aerosol and cloud types, and their spatial distributions affect the scattering characteristics in
the UV. Furthermore, UV attenuation by aerosols is related to its single scattering albedo (SSA), size
distribution, and aerosol optical depth (AOD). For this reason, the modification factors for clouds and
aerosols have spatial and temporal dependencies.
In Korea, cloud and aerosol modification factors have been investigated for erythemal UV (EUV)
estimation by considering regional aerosol characteristics [24,29]. However, these studies did not
consider the spectral dependence of the modification factors, which were treated as a constant over the
wavelength range. Although a previous study calculated correction factors for the EUV by considering
the spectral dependence [30], these factors are estimated using only broadband-based classification
(UV-A and UV-B) based on the climatology value of aerosol and cloud optical properties as an input
parameter for the radiative transfer model. Thus, the spectral dependence of the modification factors
is still an area in need of investigation. In this study, the spectral modification factors for aerosols and
clouds are investigated using multi-year observational data from ground-based spectral measurements
in Seoul, Korea. Furthermore, the aerosol and cloud modification factors from observation are
compared with those calculated using the radiative transfer model simulation.
2. Method
2.1. Observation Data
Observation of spectral UV irradiance using a Brewer spectrophotometer (Instrument number:
148, SCI-TEC, Saskatoon, SK, Canada) has been performed at Yonsei University, Seoul (37.57◦ N,
126.95◦ E; 87 m above sea level) since October 1997 [24]. The Brewer spectrophotometer measures
UV irradiance in the range of 286.5 to 363.0 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 0.6 nm and a spectral
sampling of 0.5 nm [31]. This Brewer instrument is MK-IV for single monochromator, and has been
executed to the standard and mercury lamp test for radiance and spectral calibrations, respectively.
Because of the high spectral resolution, careful calibration is required before using the observational
data. The Brewer spectrometer has calibration history by the expert of the instrument in 2006, 2007,
2009, and 2011. However, the data quality, especially spectral quality, was worse since beginning
of 2011 due to the data cable problem. In this study, spectral UV irradiance data from 2006 to 2010
were used.
Because of the spectral coverage of the Brewer spectrophotometer, the AOD in the UV and total
ozone amount are estimated during the UV observations. The AOD at five wavelengths in the UV was
determined using operational direct sun (DS) measurements, which employ direct solar radiation [31].
To calculate the total column ozone, the Brewer spectrophotometer uses a set of five operational
wavelengths to reduce aerosol and other tropospheric trace-gas effects [31]. To compensate for periods
lacking DS measurements, the total ozone was also calculated from zenith sky measurements (ZS),
which use scattered radiation from the zenith sky [32].
For the modification factor calculation, the daily averaged AOD at 320.1 nm from the DS
measurements of the Brewer spectrophotometer is used as the representative value for the aerosol
amount. Because of various aerosol types, optical properties of aerosol have temporal and spatial
dependence, including angstrom exponent. An accurate AOD instrument, such as Skyradiometer, has
been operated in the Seoul metropolitan area. However, this study only focuses on the UV spectral
range, 300–360 nm. For this reason, the AOD in UV range is more suitable to this analysis than the
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AOD in visible range. The daily representative total ozone is also determined using daily-averaged
data from DS measurements made by the Brewer spectrophotometer. The Brewer spectrophotometer
continuously estimates the total ozone every 10–15 min during the daytime. Ideally, number of
observations by the Brewer spectrophotometer is 20–40 per day. This is one of the advantages of the
Brewer compared to the Dobson spectrophotometer, which is another instrument used to measure
total ozone in Seoul. Although the representative total ozone was calculated primarily using the
DS measurements, the ZS measurements were used under thick cloud or high aerosol conditions,
when direct solar radiation is weak. For the cloud amount information, the daily averaged cloudiness
based on the tenths of the sky is used by observing from the Korea Meteorological Administration at
Songwol (37.57◦ N, 126.97◦ E, 85.5 m above sea level), located 3 km east of the Brewer observation site.
Although observation sites for the UV and cloudiness measurements differ slightly, this study used
the cloudiness at Songwol as the representative data.
2.2. Model Simulation
The modification factors for cloud and aerosol can be estimated by using observation. However,
variable control for modification factor calculation, such as ozone absorption and instrument condition,
is difficult during the whole observation period for accurate factor estimation. Therefore, the theoretical
calculations of cloud and aerosol modification factors are essential to the supplement results on
observation. For the theoretical calculation of cloud and aerosol modification factors with high
spectral resolution, the libRadtran radiation model package [33,34] was used to estimate the simulated
irradiance with sub-nanometer sampling. To cover the spectral range of the Brewer spectrophotometer,
the monochromatic spectral irradiance is calculated from 285 to 380 nm with 0.1 nm sampling. The fine
spectral sampling results in a simulated spectral irradiance that is as similar to observation as possible.
Using this high spectral sampling, theoretical values are estimated with spectral dependencies of
the modification factors. For the Rayleigh and gas extinction, the atmospheric profile used is the US
standard profile [35].
The surface albedo is assumed to be 0.1, which is reasonable value for urban surface albedo [36],
and the terrestrial height is 87 m, which corresponds to the altitude of the Brewer observation site in
Seoul. Because the 1-D model cannot accurately describe the cloudiness information, the cloud optical
depth (COD) at 550 nm, instead of cloudiness, is used for the simulated cloud modification factor
(CMF) calculation. To estimate the spectral irradiance in the UV, the COD, AOD, and SSA are assumed
to be spectrally independent within the wavelength range of the irradiance calculation. For the vertical
distribution of aerosols and clouds, the aerosol layer was considered to be homogeneous up to 2 km,
and the cloud layer was assumed to be a single layer at 4 km in altitude with a thickness of 1 km.
2.3. Spectral Modification Factor
The modification factors (MF) for clouds (CMF) and aerosols (aerosol modification factor; AMF)
are defined by
MF(θ,λ) = Inon-clear(θ,λ)/Iclear(θ,λ) (1)
where MF(λ) is the spectral CMF (or AMF) at wavelength λ and solar zenith angle (SZA) θ, and
Inon-clear(θ,λ) and Iclear(θ,λ) are the spectral irradiance of non-clear and clear conditions at θ and λ,
respectively. Non-clear conditions are defined as cloudy and high-aerosol-loading conditions for the
CMF and AMF calculations. Although clear conditions are free of cloud and aerosol, this strict set of
conditions for aerosols and clouds occurred rarely in the observations. Therefore, this study divides
conditions into five categories of cloudiness (C1–C5) for the CMF calculations, as summarized in
Table 1. Table 1 also shows the number of observations as a function of SZA and category. Because
the SZA affects the optical thickness due to the path length change, the SZA is also categorized into
10◦ intervals with ranges of ±2◦. The number of observations in C1 exceeds 200, which is sufficient to
estimate Iclear(θ,λ) for all SZA cases. The other four categories representing non-clear conditions each
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have more than 30 samples, allowing an estimation of the CMF for each category. To minimize errors
due to outliers in the observational data, Iclear(θ,λ) is assumed to be the mean value of all data from
clear-sky conditions with respect to θ and λ. In addition, observation data of pixels whose values are
changed twice or more than the value of the surrounding pixels are not used.
Table 1. Number of observation for cloud modification factor (CMF) calculation with respect to solar
zenith angle (SZA) and cloud cover (n) during the period of 2006–2010.
SZA (±2◦) C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
(0≤ n < 2) (2≤ n < 4) (4≤ n < 6) (6≤ n < 8) (8≤ n <10)
40◦ 206 194 317 224 101
50◦ 218 214 184 107 31
60◦ 560 424 408 223 85
70◦ 498 428 465 304 129
Similar to the CMF calculation, the observational data are classified by SZA and AOD for the
AMF estimations. Table 2 shows the definition of categories for the AMF calculation, and the number
of observations as a function of SZA and category. Because the AMF calculation is difficult under
cloud-covered conditions, the AMF was only estimated under cloud-free conditions. Similar to the
CMF calculation, the SZA categories were ranged within ±2◦. Figure 1 shows a histogram of the
AOD occurrence for different SZA. The emission sources for aerosols are located throughout East
Asia. The monthly mean AOD ranged from 0.1 to 0.8 year-round [37]. The most common values for
AOD are between 0.25 and 0.50 for all SZA cases except SZA of 40◦. For a SZA of 40◦, the AOD is
large compared with aerosol-free conditions. For this reason, clear conditions with regard to aerosols
(aerosol-free conditions) are defined as having AOD < 0.5, based on the most frequently observed
AOD values with empirical margins.
Table 2. Number of observation for aerosol modification factor (AMF) calculation with respect to (SZA)
and categories of aerosol optical depth (AOD) during the period of 2006–2010.
SZA (±2◦) A1 A2 A3 A4
(AOD < 0.5) (0.5≤ AOD < 1.0) (1.0≤ AOD < 1.5) (1.5≤ AOD)
40◦ 35 91 59 21
50◦ 71 69 23 20
60◦ 196 207 64 25
70◦ 156 182 80 32
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Figure 1. Histogram of observation data number with respect to AOD for solar zenith angle (SZA) of:
(a) 40◦; (b) 50◦; (c) 60◦; and (d) and 70◦, in C1 cases.
3. Results
3.1. Correction for Ozone Absorption
Before UV radiation is transmitted to the troposphere, and is affected by the strong ozone
absorption band. This is the dominant factor in determining UV irradiance at the surface. However,
the total ozone amount varies temporally on daily to yearly scales. To correct for the total ozone effect
on UV irradiance, the ozone radiation amplification factor (O3RAF) is used, which is defined as the
change in UV radiatio with tot l ozone [20]. The efore, O3RAF can be expr ssed as
dF(θ,λ)/F(θ,λ) = O3RAF(θ,λ) × (dΩ/Ω) (2)
where F(θ,λ) and dF(θ,λ) are the spectral UV irradiance and its difference between two different
conditions of total zone (Ω) and (Ω + dΩ) in wavelength(λ) a d SZA(θ), respectively.
Figure 2 shows the spectral O3RAF under cloud-free conditions from the radiative transfer model
(RTM) calculation with respect to SZA. In the O3RAF value with respect to SZA, the irradiance data
were considered the surface albedo variation from 0.0 to 0.5. Figure 3 shows the mean O3RAF from
the observational data for the C1–C5 cases. To es imate the theoretical O3RAF, the total ozone is
calculated to be the range from 250 to 550 Dobson Unit (DU), which corresponds to a typical annual
variation in Seoul [38,39], in 10 DU steps. Because of the spectral characteristics of the ozone absorption
bands, the O3RAFs from both the RTM simulation and observations converge at 0 for wavelengths
longer than 325 nm. In addition, th O3RAF at wavelengths shorter than 325 nm is theoretically
estimated to be negative, indicating that the UV irradiance decreases due to increasing total ozone.
In the shortwave region, the O3RAF values from both observation and simulation are negative, and
they qualitatively converge at around 0 in the long-wave region. Because of the long optical path
length caused by an increasing SZA, the O3RAF increases with SZA. For SZA between 40◦ and 70◦,
the O3RAF is amplified by more than 1.5 times in the spectral range of ozone absorption. Furthermore,
the O3RAF decreases sharply with increasing wavelength due to the spectral characteristics of the
ozone absorption band.
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Figure 2. Averag d spectral ozone radiation amplification factor (O3RAF) including case for all surface
albedo of 0.0 to 0.5 rom the RTM calculation on clear sky conditi .
A quantitative bias of the O3RAF between the model and observations is found, although the
shapes of the spectral variations are similar between the model and observations. The O3RAF from
the RTM under clear-sky conditions sharply converges to 0.0 in the long wavelength range for all
surface albedo and SZA co ditions (Figure 2). H wever, the O3RAFs from the observation vary
considerably with changing cl ud and SZA conditions. The discrepancies of O3RAF at w velengths
longer than 330 nm range from −1.0 to 1.0, and the intensity of the discrepancies is amplified as the
cloud conditions change. Because observation data use a loose threshold in order to ensure the number
of observations for clear-sky conditions, the O3RAF error arose under a range of conditions during the
long-term observations. Changes in observational conditions also affect the O3RAF in the spectral
range of ozone absorption. Therefore, the O3RAF based on observation potentially includes the effects
of both ozone absorption and variations in observation conditions. In addition, it is difficult to correct
for spectral irradiance in the case of O3RAF based on observations.
The interacti ns betwe n zone and tropospheric scattering materials are th ught to have
a negligible effect on radiation, because most of the tot l ozone is distributed in the stratosphere, while
scattering by clouds and aerosols occurs mostly in the lower troposphere. Therefore, a model-based
value can be used for the reference O3RAF under clear-sky conditions (i.e., aerosol- and cloud-free
conditions). Based on the O3RAF, the UV irradiance is spectrally corrected to the reference total ozone
amount condition, 300 DU. Figure 4 shows the spectral UV irradiance after correction of the total
ozone amount for the C1 and A1 cases. After correction of the total ozone amount using O3RAF,
the observed UV irradiance convergence is improved, especially at wavelengths shorter than 330 nm.
Thus, by correcting the total ozone amount we can estimate the CMF and AMF accurately.
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Figure 4. Maximum (Bold), minimum (dotted), and mean (dashed) value of spectral irradiance in
ultraviolet (UV) after correcting the ozone absorption based on the total ozone of 300 Dobson Unit
(DU) for: (a) C1; and (b) A1 cases.
3.2. CMF
Figure 5 shows an example result of the spectral CMF from the RTM simulations at SZA of
40◦, 50◦, 60◦, and 70◦. Because the RTM assumes a homogeneous cloud-covered sky owing to the
1-dimensional assumption, all CMFs explain the attenuation under overcast conditions. For this reason,
the theoretical CMF can be used to identify differences in observational CMF by changing the cloud
thickness. The largest decreases in CMF due to the COD change are seen for a COD of 5, and the
smallest for a COD of 20. In addition, the CMF value decreases at longer wavelengths for all SZA and
COD conditions. In Figure 5, the difference in CMF between 300 and 360 nm is about 0.05. Table 3
shows the spectral CMF for COD values of 5, 10, 15, and 20. The spectral mean value of CMF from 300
to 360 nm at SZA of 40◦ is 0.80, 0.66, 0.57 and 0.50 for COD of 5, 10, 15 and 20, respectively. When the
COD increases by 5, the decrease in CMF is 0.14 and 0.07 for COD of 10 and 20, respectively.
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Figure 5. Simulated spectral CMF for overcast sky with cloud optical depth (COD) of 5, 10, 15, and 20
at SZA of: (a) 40◦; (b) 50◦; (c) 60◦; and (d) 70◦.
Table 3. Spectrally averaged theoretical CMF and its geometric difference by changing 10◦ of SZA.
SZA
COD = 5 COD = 10 COD = 15 COD = 20
CMF Difference CMF Difference CMF Difference CMF Difference
40◦ 0.797 0.022 0.663 0.020 0.568 0.017 0.498 0.015
50◦ 0.774 0.022 0.643 0.019 0.551 0.016 0.482 0.014
60◦ 0.756 0.013 0.628 0.010 0.538 0.009 0.471 0.008
The CMF sensitivity to SZA gradually decreases with increasing SZA (Table 3). By increasing
SZA in 10◦ increments at COD of 10, the spectrally averaged CMFs change by 0.020 at 40◦, 0.019 at 50◦,
and 0.010 at 60◦ of SZA. In addition, the decrease in CMF due to SZA increases shows the spectral
dependence. Previous study [30] showed that th reduction rates of broadband correc ion factors
are insensitive for SZA change at large SZAs because of weak direct radiation intensity. Because the
extinction intensity for direct radiation is affected by the spectral dependence of Rayleigh scattering,
decreasing rates of CMF with SZA are larger at longer wavelengths. When the SZA changes from 40◦
to 50◦, the decrease in the CMF is 0.003, 0.018, 0.024, and 0.028 at 300, 320, 340, and 360 nm, respectively.
The optical depth due to Rayleigh scattering rapidly decreases with increasing wavelength, and the
effects of cloud extinction are relatively important for determining irradiance at the surface.
Overall, the CMF has spectral sensitivities for all COD cases. Table 4 shows the spectral
dependence of the CMFs, defined as the difference in CMF within the spectral range of 300 to 360 nm.
Differences in CMF range from 0.032 to 0.044 for SZA of 40◦, and 0.050 to 0.054 for SZA of 60◦.
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The spectral sensitivity of the CMF is twice as large as the SZA sensitivity (compare Tables 3 and 4).
In addition, the theoretical CMFs have a peak in their spectral sensitivities at around 310 nm, which
shifts to shorter wavelengths with increasing SZA. In addition, this peak point in spectral sensitivity
shifts to shorter wavelengths with decreasing COD. Because Rayleigh scattering depends strongly on
wavelength, the spectral decrease in CMF is intensified as optical path length increases. At shorter
wavelengths, the CMF increases with increasing wavelength because of weak direct radiation and
enhanced diffuse radiation [30].
Table 4. The maximum and minimum values of theoretical CMFs and its spectral difference within the
spectral range from 300 to 360 nm.
COD CMF SZA = 40◦ SZA = 50◦ SZA = 60◦
5
Difference 0.032 0.030 0.053
[Minimum, Maximum] [0.774, 0.806] [0.756, 0.786] [0.724, 0.777]
10
Difference 0.038 0.038 0.054
[Minimum, Maximum] [0.637, 0.675] [0.620, 0.658] [0.594, 0.648]
15
Difference 0.042 0.039 0.053
[Minimum, Maximum] [0.540, 0.582] [0.528, 0.567] [0.505, 0.558]
20
Difference 0.044 0.038 0.050
[Minimum, Maximum] [0.468, 0.512] [0.460, 0.498] [0.440, 0.490]
In the theoretical estimation of the CMF, the spectral dependence of the CMF is a result of
scattering by clouds and extinction after cloud scattering. In the real atmosphere, the CMF will also be
affected by variations in cloud type, thickness, and discontinuities. Figure 6 shows the spectral CMF
with respect to SZA and cloudiness within the spectral coverage of the Brewer spectrophotometer
from long-term observations. To minimize the effect of variations in instrument conditions, the CMF
value is smoothed to a 5 nm resolution. With increasing cloudiness, the CMF tends to decrease for
most wavelengths and SZAs. For SZAs of 40◦–60◦, the CMFs from 300 to 360 nm were 0.88–0.95 and
0.56–0.69 for cloudiness categories C2 and C5, respectively. All of the CMFs indicate that increasing
cloud cover significantly attenuates the UV irradiance for all wavelengths and geometries. Overall, the
CMF difference between C2 and C5 ranges from 26% to 41%. Furthermore, the CMF shows significant
spectral dependence (Table 5). All of the cloud categories show a spectral dependence for the CMF.
The spectral dependence of the CMF from 300 to 360 nm is 2.5%, 3.3%, 4.6%, and 10.0% for C2, C3,
C4, and C5, respectively. Qualitatively, the spectral dependence of the CMF is related to the spectral
difference in the ratio of scattering intensities between clouds and air molecules. Because the spectral
dependence of the COD is less than the Rayleigh scattering, the extinction effect due to the presences
of clouds is more important at longer wavelengths.
The CMF from 320 to 360 nm decreases slightly as wavelength increases, except for C2 with a SZA
of 70◦. The spectral CMF from the observations is similar to that from the simulation, which is based
on the COD change. However the spectral CMF values and the decreasing CMF per unit wavelength
are complicated within the spectral range of 300 to 320 nm. In this spectral range, the ozone absorption
effect is the dominant factor in UV irradiance change. In this study, the spectral irradiance data are
corrected for variation in ozone absorption by adopting the O3RAF and total ozone amount. However,
there are errors associated with the measured total ozone from the Brewer spectrophotometer. The total
ozone between the Brewer spectrophotometer and the Dobson spectrophotometer varied by about 5%
(one standard deviation) with a 1% bias for all measurement datasets in Seoul [38]. In addition, the ZS
measurement, which is the main observation method under cloudy conditions, is based on a regression
equation calculated using the most recently measured DS observation under clear-sky conditions.
Therefore, the total ozone from the ZS measurement varies significantly with cloud conditions due to
changes in scattering. As seen in Figure 2, the O3RAF is estimated up to −6.0, which indicates that the
total ozone error of 1% will lead to a CMF error of up to 0.06.
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Figur 6. Spectral dependence of C of each cloud groups using calculated O3RAF at SZA of: (a) 40◦;
(b) ◦; (c) 60◦; and ( ) 70◦.
Table 5. The CMF values as a function of wavelength for each cloud categories.
SZA Cloud Categories
Wavelength (nm)
300 320 340 360
40◦
C2 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92
C3 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.84
C4 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.72
C5 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.56
50◦
C2 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88
C3 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.83
C4 0.71 0.74 0.71 0.71
C5 0.61 0.62 0.59 0.57
60◦
C2 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.89
C3 0.82 0.83 0.80 0.79
C4 0.73 0.71 0.70 0.69
C5 0.69 0.63 0.60 0.58
70◦
C2 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92
C3 0.82 0.85 0.82 0.81
C4 0.68 0.71 0.69 0.68
C5 0.58 0.59 0.56 0.54
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3.3. AMF
Figure 7 shows the spectral AMF with respect to AOD based on the theoretical calculation in AOD
for 0.5 < AOD < 1.0 (A2), 1.0 < AOD < 1.5 (A3), and 1.5 < AOD < 2.0 (A4). When compared with the
irradiance when AOD = 0.0, the AMF ranges from 0.777 to 0.866 for the A2 cases after averaging over
changes in surface albedo, but the AMF decreases to 0.572–0.695 for A4, for SZA of 0◦–80◦. Table 6
lists the spectral AMF in AOD for A2, A3, and A4 with mean AMF and its standard deviation in AOD
categories. The standard deviation is estimated by the variation of all simulated AMF value for AOD
in AOD categories. Spectral mean values (standard deviations) of AMF from 300 to 360 nm at SZA of
40◦ are 0.833 (0.063), 0.729 (0.054), and 0.638 (0.047) in AOD category for A2, A3, and A4, respectively.
When the AOD increases by 0.5 at SZA = 40◦, the decrease in AMF is 0.104 and 0.091 from A2 to A3
and from A3 to A4, respectively.
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Figure 7. Simulated spectral AMF for A2, A3, and A4 at SZA of: (a) 40◦; (b) 50◦; (c) 60◦; and (d) 70◦.
Table 6. Spectrally average theoretical AMF with its standard deviation (Stdev) for all AOD cases in
AOD categories, and geometric difference of mean AMF by changing 10◦ of SZA.
SZA
0.5 < AOD < 1.0 (A2) 1.0 < AOD < 1.5 (A3) 1.5 < AOD < 2.0 (A4)
AMF
(Mean± Stdev) Difference
AMF
(Mean± Stdev) Difference
AMF
(Mean± Stdev) Difference
40◦ 0.833 ± 0.063 0.018 0.729 ± 0.054 0.025 0.638 ± 0.047 0.028
50◦ 0.813 ± 0.057 0.023 0.701 ± 0.056 0.029 0.607 ± 0.047 0.031
60◦ 0.789 ± 0.071 0.021 0.673 ± 0.059 0.023 0.579 ± 0.050 0.020
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The maximum and minimum AMF are summarized in Table 7 with respect to the SZA and AOD
categories. The spectral dependence of the AMF is lower than that of the CMF. The AMF varies
from 0.007 to 0.045 over the wavelength range in all simulation cases. Although qualitative optical
characteristics of aerosol are similar to those of cloud, which have large forward scattering with small
spectral dependence of optical depth, dynamic range of AOD is 10 times lower than the range of COD.
For this reason, the spectral difference of the AMF is smaller than that of the CMF at the same SZA. In
addition, the spectral difference of the AMF is amplified in large SZA, especially when the SZA is larger
than 60◦. At a SZA of 60◦, the AMF difference is 4–5 times larger than for a SZA of 50◦. The strong
spectral contrast at large SZA is similar to that seen in CMF (Table 4). Because of the large optical path
length at large SZA, the penetration depth of photons is sensitive to the wavelength change. Therefore,
the AMF and CMF increase as the wavelength is reduced. In addition, the sensitivity of the spectral
difference of the AMF to SZA is larger than that for the CMF, strong penetration depth effect in AMF,
because the aerosol layer is assumed to be lower than the cloud layer in the RTM simulation.
Table 7. The maximum and minimum values of theoretical AMFs and its spectral difference within the
spectral range from 300 to 360 nm.
AOD Categories AMF SZA = 40◦ SZA = 50◦ SZA= 60◦
A2
Difference 0.007 0.006 0.032
[Minimum, Maximum] [0.831, 0.838] [0.812, 0.818] [0.779, 0.811]
A3
Difference 0.008 0.010 0.042
[Minimum, Maximum] [0.726, 0.734] [0.699, 0.709] [0.659, 0.701]
A4
Difference 0.008 0.013 0.045
[Minimum, Maximum] [0.635, 0.643] [0.604, 0.617] [0.564, 0.609]
The AMF based on observations is presented in Figure 8, and AMF values are listed in Table 8.
The decrease in the AMF with AOD, for SZA = 40◦, is 0.09–0.10 from A2 to A3 and 0.07–0.12 from A3 to
A4, similar to the theoretical AMF decreases. However, the decrease in the AMF by SZA is insignificant
in all AOD categories. Similarly, the AMF shows insignificant changes over the UV spectral range,
which includes variations in the AMF without a consistent spectral trend. In the CMF calculation,
the spectral difference is clearly seen except in the ozone absorption range of 300–320 nm due to
errors in the total ozone measurements from the Brewer spectrophotometer. Furthermore, complicated
features of the spectral AMF are found in Figure 8 due to problems relating to the clear-sky assumption.
The AMF from observations assumed that aerosol-free conditions have AOD < 0.5 (A1 hereafter) in
order to ensure a sufficient number of observations in the calculation. From the simulation study,
the AMFs for AOD < 0.5 range from 0.88 to 0.97, with dependencies on wavelength and geometry. In
particular, A1 with SZA of 40◦ and 50◦ have only 35 and 71 data points, respectively, which is only
around one observation per month. Therefore, referenced irradiance spectra are perturbed for SZAs of
40◦ and 50◦, and this affects the spectral discrepancies (i.e., local maxima or minima) in the outside of
spectral range of total ozone absorption. In summary, the spectral difference in AMF from observations
is insignificant due to variations in the clear-sky irradiance spectrum related to the limited amount of
data, in addition to the total ozone error, although the AMF shows weak spectral dependence from the
RTM simulation.
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Table 8. The AMF values as a function of wavelength for each AOD categories.
SZA AOD Categories
Wavelength (nm)
300 320 340 360
40◦
A2 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.90
A3 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.80
A4 0.63 0.68 0.68 0.73
50◦
A2 0.85 0.93 0.91 0.92
A3 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.79
A4 0.67 0.70 0.70 0.70
60◦
A2 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.89
A3 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.79
A4 0.70 0.67 0.67 0.68
70◦
A2 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.90
A3 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.80
A4 0.68 0.69 0.68 0.70
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The CMF and AMF calculations are based on RTM simulations and spectral irradiance
observations in the UV wavelength range for different aerosol and cloud conditions from 300 to
360 nm. Because the strong ozone absorption band affects the UV irradiance field at less than 325 nm,
the O3RAF factor is used to correct the total ozone and is estimated based on the wavelength-dependent
RTM results. By using the O3RAF and daily-averaged total ozone from observations, observed spectral
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irradiance is modified as a condition for total ozone of 300 DU to determine CMF and AMF, while
accounting for ozone absorption effects.
The theoretical CMF has spectral dependencies for all cloud and geometry conditions. The spectral
differences in CMFs between 300 and 360 nm are 0.032–0.054, while the decreases in the CMFs due to
SZA increases range from 0.003 to 0.028 in the UV wavelength range. Because the spectral dependence
of the CMF is twice as large as the sensitivity to a 10◦ change in SZA, the spectral dependence of CMF
is considerable factors for modification of UV irradiance from the simulation result. However, the
effects of cloud on the observational data depend not only on the cloud amount but also the cloud
type, thickness, and discontinuities. In addition, the observed CMFs show a large spectral dependence
with variations from 2.5% to 10.0% within the 300–360 nm range because of spectral differences in
cloud extinction. Because of errors in the total ozone measurements, the spectral dependence of the
observed CMF is identified from 320 to 360 nm.
For the AMF calculation, the data are divided into AOD categories by AOD with 0.5 intervals.
The spectral mean value of the AMF at a SZA of 40◦ from the RTM simulation is 0.833, 0.729, and
0.638 for the A2, A3, and A4 categories, respectively. In addition, the spectral dependence of the AMF
ranges from 0.007 to 0.045, which is lower than that of the CMF. The spectral difference is enhanced at
large SZA, especially for SZA > 60◦, due to the penetration depth of light, but the spectral dependence
of the AMF is weak. The average AMF decrease with AOD, as obtained from observations, is similar
to that of the RTM simulation, but the spectral dependence of the AMF is insignificant.
The observation conditions mean that the CMF and AMF calculations vary with wavelength.
In the spectral range of ozone absorption, the total ozone error from the Brewer spectrophotometer
affected the AMF and CMF biases. The biases due to a total ozone error of 1% lead to CMF and AMF
errors of up to 0.06. For the AMF calculation, aerosol-free conditions are assumed to have an AOD < 0.5;
however, the AMF value is 0.88–0.97 from the RTM simulation results for AOD < 0.5. In addition, the
AMF calculation is affected by a lack of observational data for clear-sky conditions. For this reason,
the reference irradiance spectra are perturbed because of losing the aerosol-free conditions in this
study. Therefore, an accurate treatment of ozone absorption and obtaining a sufficiently large dataset
under clear-sky conditions are essential to obtain a precise estimate of the spectral dependence of
the AMF and CMF. In addition, aerosol type and optical properties are important factors in spectral
AMF calculations.
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